French Bulldog Fanciers of Canada Home Visit Check List

Name of Applicant:
Home Visit Volunteer:
Date of Visit:
EXTERIOR:
1) Is the residence a home_____apartment_______other___________
2) Does the exterior of the residence have a generally well cared for appearance?
______
3) Is the residence, owned ______rented______
4) If rented is the landlord agreeable to the presence of this dog__________
5) Is the yard fenced___________ Type of Fence________ Any apparent holes, gaps?
________
6) Are the gates secured? _______
7) Is the yard reasonably free of feces, trash, construction material or objects which
might present problems/hazards to the dog? ________
8) Is there material stacked against or close to the fence that would enable the dog to
jump or climb the fence? _______
9) Is there a pool?_________ Is the pool separately fenced?___________
10)Is there a stream or lake nearby? If so, advise applicants of risk of water to this
breed
11)Are there any !outside" dogs on the property? _____ Where are they kept?
_____Condition______
12)Is there a dog house?___dog door?______tie out stake?_____ crate?______
13)Is the home located on a main thoroughfare?_______neighbourhood street?______
Open country?______
14)Describe any concerns for the dog"s safety and happiness if placed in this
environment?_______________

INTERIOR
1) Is the interior of the home well maintained? ____
2) Are there any other pets in the home? _____ Do they appear well kept?_______
3) Is there cat food on the floor?______Litter box protected from dogs?_______
4) Are there fragile, toxic, or dangerous items in reach of the dog?__________
5) Where will the dog spend most of its time?__________Does the area appear
suitable?___________
6) Where will the dog stay when no one is at home?_________________
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7) What are the applicant"s opinions and experience with crating?_______Do they have
a crate?________
8) Are there any concerns for an elderly dog or handicapped dog?_______steps?
________bedroom/________ are they carpeted?___________
9) How does the applicant interact with your dog? __________their current dog?
__________
10)Are they willing, interested in attending a formalized obedience class or meetup
group? _________
11)Are there children in the home?________Is their behaviour around the dog
acceptable?___________
12)Is the family aware of grooming and health issues common to the breed and will this
present a problem?___________
13)Does any member of the family have allergies?_________
14)Is the home air conditioned?__________ Is the family aware of heat related
concerns with this breed? ________
15)Does the applicant or family members have any special needs or challenges that
may impact interaction with this dog?____________
16)What is the family"s dog training experience?_______How would they correct
misbehaviour?__________Barking?_________Biting?_________Accidents in the
house?___________A dog fight?__________Noise shyness such as fireworks or
thunder?_______ Are they willing to give the new dog several weeks to acclimate to
their environment? _______
17)Does the age/sex/ type of dog applied for appear to !fit" for the family & home?
______
18)Were there any questions about FBFC adoption requirements that you couldn"t
answer which need a follow up? _________________________
19)Would you recommend that FBFC place a dog in this home? ____________
20)Use additional space to describe your visit and note any other items, areas that need
education or may be of concern:

